The aim of this paper is to solve more general problems. In our approach we apply derived categories as introduced in Ha] and recent results on ber sum functors and generalized one-point extensions proved by the rst named author in Dr1], Dr3] .
As preparation we need to introduce a generalization of one-point extension and coextension algebras. For this purpose let R 0 1 ; : : : ; R 0 s and R 1 ; : : : ; R t be two sequences of modules over an algebra B. We put R 0 := s i=1 R 0 i which we consider as an B-k sbimodule. Analogously we consider R := t i=1 R i as an B-k t -bimodule. 3.5. For the nal tameness proof in the next section we possibly will need to increase n.
It will consume the rest of this section to make this precise and work it out. By Lemma 3:3(a) and the assumptions (i) and (ii) We assume = 0 and de ne as T the full subcategory of ind D b (H) given by all indecomposables lying in some R ] or P ] where 0. To obtain T < we skip the objects from R 0]. We de ne T as the complement of T < and T > as the complement of T in ind D b (H). The intersection of T =H and T =H is T . Moreover, there is no non-zero morphism from T < =H to T > =H in D b (H)=H.
We de ne a full and dense endofunctor G of T =H which is the identity on T < =H and the projection on the unique maximal factor object in T . Analogously we de ne a full and dense endofunctor G of T =H which is the identity on T > =H and the inclusion of the unique maximal subobject on T . Restricted to T we have G = G . Therefore we can splice together G and G to a full and dense endofunctor G of D b (H)=H.
Using Lemma 3:1 we can replace all objects Z i and Z 0 3.6. To increase n we embed k~ n into k~ n+1 . We use again the notation of DR] and send the vertices a i , b i and z i of~ n simply to themselves as vertices of~ n+1 . Thus the only vertex not hit is z d . We map the arrows of~ n to compositions of arrows of~ n+1 in the only possible way.
In order to distinguish the indecomposables in the d + 1-tube of k~ n+1 ?mod from those in the d-tube of k~ n ?mod, we denote them by F (l) h where now h 2 Z=(d + 1). The left adjoint L : k~ n ?mod ! k~ n+1 ?mod of the restriction functor k~ n+1 ?mod ! k~ n ?mod is a tensor product by a projective right k~ n -module and consequently exact. The modules in L(k~ n ?mod) are precisely those k~ n+1 -modules X such that in the minimal projective presentation P 1 ?! P 0 ?! X ! 0 the projective indecomposable k~ n+1 -module attached to the vertex z d does not appear as summand of P 0 or P 1 . Since this indecomposable projective is just the projective cover of the simple module F d+1 , we obtain that L(k~ n ?mod) is just the perpendicular category ? F d+1 which is de ned as the full subcategory of k~ n+1 ?mod given by all X satisfying Hom k~ n+1 (X; F d+1 ) = 0 and Ext 1 k~ n+1 (X; F d+1 ) = 0. The fully faithful functor L maps the projective k~ n -modules to the projective k~ n+1 -modules. Hence it induces a fully faithful functor K b (k~ n ?proj) ! K b (k~ n+1 ?proj). Since L is exact, we obtain an extension of the functor L : k~ n ?mod ! k~ n+1 ?mod to a fully faithful functor D b (k~ n ) ! D b (k~ n+1 ) which we denote by L as well. It is then easy to see that L(D b (k~ n )) is the perpendicular category ? F d+1 of F d+1 inside D b (k~ n+1 ) which is by de nition given by all X such that Hom D b (k~ n+1 ) (X; T F d+1 ) = 0 for all 2 Z.
Let us calculate the objects LT E (2) h . Up to shift it is su cient to calculate the modules LE (2) h . Since L happens to be exact, this reduces to calculate the modules LE h which turn out to be LE h = F h for all h = 1; : : : ; d ? 1 but LE d = F (2) d . We obtain that LT E (2) h = T F (2) h for all h = 1; : : : ; d ? 2 whereas LT E (2) As in the previous lemma the transformations performed above on our vector space category do not interfere with the conditions imposed on the Z i , Z 0 j by the conditions (i), (ii), (iii) in Theorem B.
4 Reduction to one algebra C 4.1. Since gl: dim H = 1, by Ha] the triangulated category D b (H) can be identi ed witĥ H?mod which is the stable category of the the category of nite-dimensional modules over the repetitive algebraĤ (see HW]). The repetitive algebraĤ is an in nite-dimensional algebra given by the following quiver endowed with all possible commutativity relations and a lot of zero-relations which we will not specify, since they will not play any role.
Thus we have to study (HomĤ(Z; ?);Ĥ?mod; D HomĤ(?; Z 0 ); ). The repetitive algebraĤ has the usual Nakayama shift as an automorphism which induces an automorphism H ofĤ?mod. The induced automorphism onĤ?mod will be denoted by H as well. The two shifts T and H onĤ?mod are related by the formula H = T 2 .
4.2.
We want to pass from (HomĤ(Z; ?);Ĥ?mod; D HomĤ(?; Z 0 ); ) to (HomĤ(Z; ?);Ĥ?mod; D HomĤ(?; Z 0 ); ), but this multiple vector space category with relations in general fails to be tame. In order to arrange this, we have to modify the Z i and Z 0 j in an appropriate way. Let us consider the set of representing objects in some R ]. From Lemma 3:6 we know that they do not form a complete -orbit but at least two objects which are subsequent under are missing. Applying Lemma 3:5, we can rearrange these objects such that precisely H (E (2) 0 ) and H (E (2) 1 ) are missing. We do this arrangements with the representing and corepresenting objects in all R ]. Under this condition we will prove the tameness of (HomĤ ( 5 Tameness of C via generalized one-point extensions 5.1. Finally we are left with the problem to show the tameness of the in nite-dimensional algebra C which amounts to show the tameness of nite-dimensional convex truncations C of C given by a quiver of the following shape again endowed with all commutativity relations and the indicated zero-relations. Certain vertices are encircled which we will need below to write C as inductive generalized one-point extension.
5.2. The vertices of the quiver of C appear in vertical slices. We use the technique of generalized one-point extensions developed in Dr3] to build up C slice by slice from left to write using the encircled vertex in the previous slice as extension point. In each step we can show that the appearing ordinary vector space category is actually tame. Clearly, various calculations corresponding to the`nodes' of the quiver are necessary. We leave these to the reader and only will show in detail the`general step'. But let us note the the calculations in the particular cases are very similar to those we will give.
Thus we want to show the tameness of the algebra A which is given by the following quiver endowed with all commutativity relations and the indicated zero relations. By induction we know that the algebra A 0 obtained by removing the vertices 1,2,3 is tame. Let P be the indecomposable projective A-module and e(s) the primitive idempotent of A associated with the encircled vertex s. We denote by K the full subcategory of A?mod given by all modules V satisfying Hom A (P; A V ) = 0 and consider the vector space category (K; Hom A (P; ?)). By Dr1] Theorem 3.3] the algebra A is tame if and only if the following three conditions are satis ed:
(i) The factor algebra A=Ae(s)A is tame.
(ii) The vector space category (K n P; Hom A (P; ?)) red is tame. (iii) For every n 2 N the set of objects V in ind K satisfying dim k V n is nite. It remains to check property (ii). We calculate the preinjective component of the Auslander-Reiten quiver of A s , the Auslander-Reiten quiver of A s and the actions of Hom A s (R + ; ?) resp. R ? As (?) = D Hom As (?; R ? ) on the vertices of these quivers. In order to get (K n P; Hom A (P; ?)) red we have to glue (K + ; Hom A (P; ?)) red and (A s ?mod; R ? As (?)) red using Dr3] sections 4,5]. It turns out that the computed components contain all object in which connecting arrows start and end. Below we display the obtained quiver. The bullets correspond to indecomposable objects V in K n P with dim k Hom A (P; V ) = 1 and the squares to those with dim k Hom A (P; V ) = 2. The solid bullets (resp. squares) correspond to objects of K ? , the empty ones to K + . The relations on the obtained component of the quiver of (K n P)= Ker Hom A (P; ?) are induced from the preinjective component of A s . In L we comprise all indecomposable objects in K nP which do not come from this component.
We enlarge the quiver by some`imaginary' vertices in order to see that (K n P)= Ker Hom A (P; ?) is a nite`prolongation' of A s ?mod= Ker Hom A s (R + ; ?). L 5.3. The tameness of ((K n P) red ; Hom A (P; ?)) nally follows by shifting back to the vector space category (A s ?mod; Hom A s (R + ; ?)) whose tameness is known because the algebra A s is tame. The shifting is done using the following lemma from DG1]. Note, that the assumptions of the lemma are satis ed because by Dr3] Corollary 4.3] the category K n P has almost split morphisms.
Lemma. Let 6 Applications and comments 6.1. In general the converses of the Theorems A and B are not true. The reason is that although we can show that the multiple vector space category obtained by embedding mod?B into D b (B) is still tame, it will usually be much bigger, because only few relevant complexes may be modules.
We are in a better situation in the following special case where it is easy to construct a wild full subcategory of the multiple vector space category (mod?B; Hom B (R; ?)) if the orthogonality condition is not satis ed.
Corollary. Let H be a connected tame hereditary k-algebra of type e A n or e D n . Suppose T is a tilting A-module without preinjective direct summands, B = End H (T ) is the associated tilted algebra and F = Hom H (T; ?) the corresponding tilting functor.
If R 1 ; : : : ; R r is a sequence of indecomposable T-torsion H-modules of regular length 2 lying in the non-homogeneous tubes in case e A n and in one tube of rank n ? 2 in case e D n , then the multiple one-point extension B F(R 1 ); : : : ; F(R n )] is of tame representation type if and only if the modules R i are pairwise Hom-orthogonal.
6.2. Using recent results from DG2] one can see that the category of representations of the multiple vector space category without relations corresponding to Theorem A is equivalent to the category of representations of a clan. This gives another tameness proof in this special situation but fails in the general situation of Theorem B.
For the tameness of the algebra C there is an alternative proof. Namely, C degenerates to the clannish algebra obtained from C by transforming the commutativity relations in the squares at the rim of the quiver to zero relations. Nevertheless, our proof using generalized one-point extensions preserves some information about the structure of the indecomposable C-modules which we will study in a subsequent paper.
